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FGUIRE 3 is a detailed design, in section, of a cata:

3,244,231
METHOD FOR CATALYTICALLY HEATHING OBL

lytic bottom hole heater or igniter which can be operated
on a wire line and hung from tubing. The base of the
heater is composed of a heavy stainless steel screen to
permit passage of gases while still supporting the catalyst
bed.
FIGURE 4 is a plan view of the top of heater shown
in FIGURIE 3, having suitable cross-pieces for attach
ment to the wire line.
FIGURE 5 is an elevational view, partly in section,
showing an adaptation of our invention wherein the heater
is in operation while the well is being pumped.
FIGURE 6 is a detailed design of one form of cata
lytice bottom hole heater mounted on tubing as contem
plated by our invention.
FHGUIRE 7 is a cross-section of FIGURE 6 taken along

BEARENG FORMATIONS

Howard Greike and Karo SL. Hujisak, Tulsa, Okia., as
siguors to Pan American Petroleum Corporation, Tulsa,
CDklla., a corporation of Delaware

Filed Apr. 9, 1963, Ser... No. 271, 664
13 Claims. (CII. 166-38)

The present invention relates to a method for heating
and stimulating oil wells. More particularly, it is con 0
cerned with a method suitable for heating oil bearing
or similar formations to a temperature sufficient either
for stimulating the flow of oil therefrom or for igniting
Such formation to recover oil by means of combustion.
Briefly, our invention contemplates supplying heat to
an oil bearing zone through the use of a catalytic heater
line 6-6, showing in somewhat more detail the struc
especially adapted for the generation of heat by catalytic
ture of the apparatus displayed in FIGURE 6.
oxidation of any of a number of different fuels.
FIGURE 8 is still another variation of the catalytic bot
Mamy methods have been employed in the prior art 20 tom hole heater mountable on tubing, as contemplated
for heating oil wells, e.g., by electrical means, by inject
by our invention.
ing heat transfer agents into the well such as steam, hot
FIGURE 9 is a modification of the upper portion of
oil, etc., and by burning natural gas in the well bore.
the heater design showm in FIGURES 6 and 8.
Considerable difficulty has been encountered in the ap
FIGURE 10 is another sectional view illustrating a
plication of electric well heating owing to the highly cor
design of our invention wherein heating of the formation
rosive mature of oil field brine, sulfur compounds, and
and simultaneous pumping of the well are effected with
other components of the fluids produced through the well
the use of a single string of tubing.
bore. These fluids penetrate the innermost parts of the
FIGURE 1 1 is a plot showing the volume ratio of air
well heater, and even traces of moisture cause short-cir
to fuel (methanol in this case) required to produce a
cuiting of the apparatus necessitating shutdown, removal 30 given gas effiuent temperature from the catalyst bed; it
and repair. These difficulties materially reduce the oper
also shows the concentration of methanol in the feed in
ating efficiency of such heating processes. Well bore
terms of mole percent to generate a given temperature.
liquids also penetrate and permeate the customary in
Referring mow to FIGURE 1, a protective casing 2
sulating materials rendering them practically useless. is shown extending from the earth's surface down to an
These problems are peculiar to the well heating art and
oil-bearing zone 4 which communicates with the casing
are not generally encountered in other applications of
via perforations 8. Within casing 2 is a string of produc
electrical heating.
tion tubing 10 which may extend above, below or sub
One of the principal drawbacks of the gas or liquid
stantially within the vertical distance covered by per
fueled heaters is that it is extremelly difficult to avoid
forations 8. Concentrically disposed in tubing 10 is a
damage to the casing and any well equipment present 40 second tubing 12 which may or may not extendi into the

in the area where heat is being applied. This is due to
the fact that the temperature at which heaters of this
kind operate cannot be maintained at levels which such
equipment can withstand. One of the difficulties with
electrical heaters is their tendency to short out owing
to hot spots developing through poor heat exchange, gen
erally resulting from coke formation on the surface.
With increasing thickness of the coke layer on the ex
terior of the heater, the temperature tends to build up
untill it exceeds the melting point of the heating elements
causing the latter to fail.
It is another object of our invention to provide a method
for heating oil bearing zones that permits easy and effec
tive temperature controll at reasonable operating costs.
It is a further object of our invention to provide a method
for stimulating the flow of oil from an underground
deposit thereof by the use of heat without the formation
dif coke in objectionable amounts.
In the accompanying drawings a number of embodi

ments of our invention are illustrated:

FIGURE 1 shows an over-all, partly sectional, view of
one embodiment of the apparatus used in accordance
with our invention to heat an oil bearing zone by means
of catalytic oxidation.
FIGURE 2 is a modification of the design shown in
FIGURE 1 in which the effluent from the catalyst bed

travels back up the annulus formed by the concentric
arrangement of tubing thereby allowing further controll
of the heater skin temperature which, in turm, aids mal
terially in preventing excessive deposition of coke on
the unit.
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well to the depth of perforations 8. At the base of tub
ing 12 is a seating nipple 14 into which catalytic heater
16 is lowered on wire line 18 and seated. A fuel-air
mixture having a composition outside the explosive limit
and in proper proportions for generating gas effluent
temperatures from heater 16 of from about 500° to about
1000° F. is introduced into tubing 12 via valved flow

line 20. On contacting the catalyst in heater 16 with

the aforesaid mixture, the oxidation of the fuel creates
50 combustion products having a temperature within the
above-stated range. The combustion products, includ
ing excess air, are produced either through casing or
through the annulus between tubing - 12 and tubing 10
and out line 22 along with the produced oil. When the
55 combustion products are produced with the oil, the
amount of air used is regulated such that there is no
possibility of developing explosive mixtures or excessive
temperatures if it reacts with the produced oil.
In the case where it is desired to heat formation 4 to
60 ignition temperature, i.e., preferably of the order of 800°
to 1000° F., prior to conducting a combustion process,
production tubing 10 is omitted. Well fluids are forced
back into the formation by means of gas pressure unti
they have dropped to a levell in the well below perfora
65 tions 8. The hot combustion gases are then directed into
formation 4 via perforations 8, or casing 2 may be llanded
near the top of formation 4 in which case the hot gases
from heater 16 are directed to the walls of the open hole
extending into said formation. In this heating step the
70 well head and valved line 22 is closed, of course, so that
the hot gases are directed to all of the formation 4. This

same procedure may be used where it is desired merely

3, 244,231
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air rate is regulated to obtain substantially complete
consumption of air in the catalyst bed to avoid burning
or possible formation of explosive mixtures on the way
to the surface. Produced oil flows into and through heater
72 and out upper ports 88 along with oxidation products
formed when the mixture of oil and air comes in contact
with catalyst 34. The produced oil and combustion
products are them removed from the well via annulus 90.
The fuel portion of the feed which is to be contacted
with the catalyst in accordance with our invention may
be selected from a wide variety of substances, such as,
for example, light hydrocarbons, typically matural gas,
propane, butane and unsaturated derivatives thereof,
kerosene, crude oil, oxygenated organic chemicals, such
as the lower molecular weight alcohols, for example,
methanol, and the like. Mixtures, of course, of two
or more of the foregoing materials may be used-in
gaseous or liquid form-as the fuel component of the
feed. In general, we prefer to employ air or oxygen-rich
fuel mixtures, however, our invention also contemplates
the use of fuel-rich mixtures. Tests using feed mixtures
of propane and air and propylene and air were carried

reaction obtained. Ordinarily, temperatures in excess of
about 1500° F should not be employed.
The catalysts used may be selected from a wide list of
materials and form no part of our invention. Typically,
catalysts suitable for oxidation of the feeds contemplated

herein include the oxides of platinum, palladium, rhodium,
etc. These oxides are preferably used in very dilute con
centrations, e.g., 0.05 to about 0.5 weight percent, and

0

reaction is that with which the feed mixture first comes
in contact.

It is to be understood that while our invention is par

ticularly applicable to the recovery of hydrocarbons from
liquid petroleum reservoirs, it is equally suited to the
recovery of valuable products from other sub-surface
combustible materials such as, for example, oil shale, tar
sand, coal and the like.

out under the conditions outlined below.
Table II
Conditions

(1)

Fuel----------------------------Moll Percent Fuel in Air Feed

(2)

u
u

1. A method for heating a subsurface formation con

taining combustible material, said formation being pene
trated by a well, which comprises placing a body of an oxi
dation catalyst in said well at the approximate level of said

(1)
(3)

. . 45

Pressure, p, s..ig----------------------------

50

Space , Welocity, s.e.f. total feed.hr
catalyst--------

We claim:

Rum No. 1 | Rum No. 2

Catalyst----------------------------------

- - - - - - - - - - - - - emer

0, 614 30

50

25, 400

Preheat Temperature, ° F
Outlet Temperature -----------------Hydrocarbon Comwersion, percent

25, 400

635
942
49

402
882
00

3 Propylene.

The above results, translated in terms of field require

ments, show that to generate one million B. t.u.../day, a
total of 12 gallons of hydrocarbon and 87,000 s...c.f.d... of
air are needed. To handle this feed mixture, approxi
mately 0.14 cubic foot of catalyst is used. This corre

spondis to a column of catalyst 6 feet long in a 2-inch II.D.
pipe.
The space velocities employed will vary with the nature
of the fuel employed... Generally speaking, when methanol
is used as the fuel, space velocities as high as 100,000
s.c.f.h... per cubic foot of catalyst may be employed. With
fuels less readilly oxidized, the space velocities ordinarily
will be in the range of from about 10,000 to about 25,000
s.c.f.h... per cubic foot of catalyst. These figures, in both
instances, refer to the combined fuel-air mixture.
The table below illustrates the temperature rise pro
duced by contacting varying methane-air and propane-air
mixtures with a supported platinum oxide catalyst so as
to effect complete combustion of the fuel in an adiabatic

40
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oxidation products ranges from about 500 ° to about

50 1000° F.

9. Hin a process for recovering crude oil from a pump
ing welli penetrating an oil-bearing formation and wherein
production of said oil is hindered by the deposition of solid

Solid materials from said oil on the face of said forma
55

l

30
40}
50

60
70
128

Temperature

Wolume Ratio

Temperature

1, 500
1, 200
1, 000

00
130
170
200

1, 220
970
770
660

Riise, ° F.

900
750
400

s.c.f.-Air
Propane

60

Rise, ° F.

tion, the improvement which comprises placing a body of

oxidation catalyst in said well and near the face of said
formation, thereafter contacting a fuel-air mixture with

Said catalyst, said mixture being outside the explosive
range, passing the resultant products of oxidation having
a temperature of from about 500° to about 1100 ° F, in
direct heat exchange relation with said formation whereby
Said deposition of materials is at least minimized, and

recovering the heated oil via said well from said forma
10. The process of claim 9 in which the oil from said
formation is employed as the fuel.
tion.

65

Preferred volume ratios of air to methane and air to 70

propane (s.c.f.) are from about 25 to 130 and from about
60 to about 200, respectively.
The effluent temperature from the catalyst bed can also
be regulated by limiting the contact time of the fuel-air
mixture with the catalyst so as to limit the amount of

of said mixture is natural gas.
7. The method of claim 11 in which the combustible
material is a heavy viscous crude.

8. The method of claim 7 in which said catalyst is in
the form of a confined mass and the temperature of the

Table III
S.c.f.-Air CEI

2. The method of claim 1. in which the fuel1 component
3. The method of claim 1 in which the fuel component
of said mixture is methanol.
4. The method of claim , in which the fuel component
of said mixture is propane.
5. The method of ciaim 11 in which the fuel component
of said mixture is propylene.
6. The method of claim 1 in which the fuel component
of said mixture is a light hydrocarbon.

1 Platinum, Oxide on Alumina.
2 Propane.

Wolume Ratio

formation, thereafter conducting a fuel-air mixture
through said catalyst, said mixture being outside the ex
plosive range, and passing the resulting hot oxidation
products in heat exchange relation with said formation,
Said products having a temperature of from about 500 °
to about 1100 ° F.

35

system.

may be supported on materials having a large surface
area, such as pumice, aluminum oxide, metall wool, for
example, stainless steel wool, and the like. Supported
platinum oxide catalyst suitable for this purpose is manu
factured by the Chemetron Corporation of Louisville, Ky.,
and is identified as catalyst G-43. In operation, the por
tion of catalyst apparently entering into the oxidation

75

11. In a process for recovering crude oil from a pump
ing well penetrating an oil bearing formation and wherein
production of said oil is hindered by the deposition of solid
materials from said oil on the face of said formation,
the improvement which comprises placing a confined mass
of oxidation catalyst in said welli and at the approximate
level of said formation, thereafter contacting said cat
alyst with a fuel-oxygen-containing gas mixture having a
composition Sufficient to produce oxidation products hav

3, 244, 231
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ing a temperature range from about 500° to about 1100*
F., said mixture being outside of the explosive range,
thereafter passing said products in heat exchange relation
ship with said formation, and recovering the heated oil
via said well from said formation.

12. A method for treating an oil-bearing formation to
promote the flow of oil therefrom, said formation being

penetrated by a well, which comprises placing a confined
body of an oxidation catalyst in said well and near the

face of said formation, thereafter conducting a fuel-oxy
gen-containing gas mixture upwardly through said cat
alyst to produce oxidation products having a temperature
of from about 500 ° to about 1100° F., said mixture being
outside of the explosive range, and bringing said products
into indirect heat exchange with said mixture and with said
formation.
13. In a method for heating to ignition temperature an
underground formation containing a combustibile mate
rial, said formation being penetrated by a well, the im
provement which comprises placing a confined body of
an oxidation catalyst opposite said formation, thereafter
conducting a fuel-oxygen-containing gas mixture through
said catalyst in the absence of liquid in said well at the
level of said body of catalyst, said mixture being outside
the explosive range, and passing the resulting hot oxida
tion products in direct heat exchange with said formation
until the latter has been heated to said ignition temper
ature.
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